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MAJOR REMODELS

ADDITIONS		KITCHENS		WHOLE HOUSE		BASEMENTS

Bellevue Forrest Home Remodel

On-Time & On-Budget, Homeowners Return to Sun
Design for Their 2nd & 3rd Project
Meet Roger Lataille, Senior Design Consultant at Sun Design
Remodeling and - more importantly - a remodeling resource
homeowners turn to, and return to, whenever they need
expert advice, hands-on support and commitment.
Case in point: in 2012, a north Arlington couple engaged
Lataille to execute a top-to- bottom makeover to their 2,300
square foot home. The goal was to implement functional improvements within a “transitional” interior design style that
would work well for a growing family. Delivered on time and
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On-Time & On-Budget CONTINUED...

within budget, the owners dubbed the results “exceptional” in every detail.
Now, two years later, and with two daughters growing rapidly, the couple asked Lataille for ideas for an
addition. As it turned out, the terrain around the property was too steep for the proposed addendum.
While space enlargement discussions were still underway, however, the couple learned that elderly
neighbors a few doors up the street were planning to sell their nearly 5,000 square foot Colonial.
This was a promising development for Lataille’s space-cramped client, but far from a slam-dunk.
The neighbor’s house had been built in the late 1960’s and hadn’t been upgraded in decades. Still, more
living space was a tantalizing proposition, and the couple soon asked Lataille for an assessment on the
feasibility of remodeling the house to the standard he had achieved in their current residence.
In short order, Lataille and client walked through the house and—before any decision had been
reached regarding a possible purchase—Sun’s designer developed preliminary sketches depicting
several remodeling scenarios.
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On-Time & On-Budget CONTINUED...
What was obvious to everyone from the start was that the existing house was seriously dated, even
degraded in places— and that the desired upgrade would require considerable vision, budget-mindedness and team performance.
Adding to the drama: if the deal went through, the new owners wanted to put their current house on
the market immediately, remodel the purchased property at once and move into their newly madeover
residence ASAP.
“Looking back, the qualitative difference between the interiors of the two houses was profound,”
Lataille recalls. “The house being considered for purchase was like something from a 1970s movie set.
There was large-pattern floral wall paper, wainscot paneling in many rooms; It was a far cry from the
contemporary transitional style my clients wanted.”
The kitchen, likewise, featured outmoded Colonial accents that including Dutch-style maple cabinet
facings, a Delft mosaic tile back splash, and vinyl counter surfaces. There was even a 30 year old microwave—“really a kind of museum piece”, Lataille says— “embedded in the food prep island.”
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On-Time & On-Budget CONTINUED...

Downstairs, a spacious multi-function lower-level zoned as “game room”, “playroom” and “work room”
had become stale from lack of use.
There was a tired old kitchenette in a rear corner—which meant that fixtures needed for sinks and refrigerators were already in place. But much of the lower level was little more than a partly below-grade
basement—hardly a place for upbeat family entertainment.
In the plus column: the house featured generously-sized rooms and segues, large windows accessing
abundant natural light and an appreciably “open” first floor plan with sight lines in three directions.
To highlight perspective, Sun Design proposed a stacked stone hearth for a sitting area adjacent to
the open kitchen. The textural vertical accent—evoking a cozy cabin-like ambiance—creates an iconic
invitation to sit and interact that had previously been missing from a nondescript corner.
With the exception of moving interior walls a few inches, the kitchen footprint remains fundamentally the same. Here, Sun Design concentrated on introducing wholly new elevations—eliminating all
vistages of the Colonial-style finish work while scrupulously developing a brightly luminous interior
scheme composed of granite surfaces and ivory-hued cabinets.
The 3.6’ x 8’ cook top island and three stool dining counter now features a dark walnut-colored base
topped with a dappled granite surface. The dark-stained oak flooring, by extension, perfectly contrasts
with the ivory-hued paneling that wraps a two-door refrigerator, a roll- out pantry and custom drawers.
Downstairs, the once darkly cavernous lower-level has been elevated into an all- purpose family play
area. New wood-grained vinyl flooring, recessed lights and tawny/golden wall paint lend the space a
light, cheerful ambiance. The new play room features billiards, pinball and a card table where Dad
hosts a weekly card game. The stacked stone tile fireplace situated in front of an L-shaped configuration of couches offers a perfect spot to watch TV.
The old kitchenette, transformed into the family’s downstairs refreshment center, provides step-saving
convenience that makes entertaining easier for everyone.
Family life—at its most fulfilling.
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AWARDS & RECOGNITION

Clifton Home Wins Design Award

The innovative kitchen makeover won a “Contractor of the Year” (COTY) merit award being
named one of the Washington area’s “Best for
over $150,000.00” by the National Association
of the Remodeling Industry’s (NARI) metro DC
chapter.
Craig Durosko, Sun Design’s founder, notes, “We
have concentrated on developing a solutionsoriented culture that fluidly converts difficult
technical challenges into memorable interior
design, so this is a verification that our mission is

Employee Appreciation: MVP Awards
Every year the Sun Design Team votes on it’s Most
Valuable Players (MVP) in three catagories: Mentor,
Client Experience & Personal Growth.
This year’s winners of the MVP Awards were:
- Mentor: Jeremy Flemming, Production Manager
- Client Experience: Maggie Bailey, Speciality
Designer
- Personal Growth: Daniel Nichols, Carpenter
Apprentice

Holiday Home Tour - December 3, 12-4PM
Kitchen Remodel

3600 25th Street North
Arlington, VA 22207
“I love the way Sun Design asked good questions
about why we wanted to do what we wanted to
do. They then took our story of why and what and
made it WORK!”
Visit our events page for more details at

www.SunDesignInc.com/events
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CotY AWARD Entries

NARI Contractor of the Year (CotY) Award Entries for 2016
The NARI CotY Awards are this area’s most prestigious award in the field of home remodeling,
design, creativity and problem solving. The local Metro DC Chapter has the highest level of
participation and competition in the country.
Each project is individually ranked by a panel made up of architects, designers and actual
remodelers from outside of the judging area. Winners chosen from the Metro DC Area will compete
at the Regional level. Entries are also submitted and judged on a National level separate from the
Regional area.
This year Sun Design is proud to have submitted 12 projects to the Capital CotY Metro DC
Chapter. We wish our homeowners and designers the best of luck on this years judging. Winners will
be announced at the NARI Awards Ceremony in Feburary 2017.
View last years winners at:
http://www.narimetrodc.org/coty-award/
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Sun’s Fun
Company Retreat at Hemlock
This year Sun Design took to the sky at Hemlock
Overlook Regional Park. In a pirate themed
challenge we teamed up to find buried treasure,
climbing aboard towering masts on their highropes course.
Speaker Jason Young, former senior-level manager
at Southwest Airlines, also shared with us the
Culturetopia Effect - giving us a new perspective
on working from a place of communal abundance.

Sun Design Decorates Yard for Bellevue
Forest Halloween Party
Sun Design was honored to contributed to the
Bellevue Forest Halloween Party on October 29th by
decorating the front yard of Dana & Eric Dunleavy.
Homeowner Dana stated, “The party was a great
success. The kiddos loved the mini pumpkins [Sun
Design donated] and decorated them with stickers
and paint.”

Surviving a Remodel: A Client’s Perspective
We asked a few of our clients to share with us what
their remodeling experience was like in this Q&A:
Q: If there was something you could share with
others getting ready to remodel, what would you
share with them?
A: I would say planning is important - have a good
design and plan...
To read more visit our website at
www.SunDesignInc.com/blog
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5795-B Burke Centre Parkway
Burke, VA 22015

703.425.5588 I SunDesignInc.com

About Sun Design
Sun Design, an architectural design-build remodeler, has been transforming fine Northern Virginia
and Montgomery County, MD homes for the past 28 years. Sun’s sparkling reputation has been built
on reinventing homes through the creative use of light and space, working closely with our clients,
with minimal impact on busy lives. The ultimate goal is to create spaces that are not only award
winning in their beauty, but that dramatically enhance quality of life today and in the years to come.

